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Editorial 

we begin the newsletter, as usual, by thanking all those 'Nho have 
contributed to its production. David Heyes (Royal Holloway College) and 
David Fincham (Queen Mary College) have jointly contributed articles on 
shear viscosity calculations and the speed performance of various compu
ters in molecular dynamics calculations. w. Smith (Daresbury) has con
tributed articles on the CCPS Program Library and on the use of FFT 
methods in calculating correlation functions. Julian Clarke (OMIST) has 
contributed a review of the work currently in progress at OMIST. Lastly, 
Stuart Pawley has provided a short announcement on future computing 
trends using the ICL DAP. All are thanked for their cooperation and 
effort. 

Once again we remind our readers that we are pleased to include 
articles of any length or source that may be of interest to the CCPS 
community. The past issues bear testimony to the diversity of subjects 
we are willing to accept. Please bear the newsletter in mind for any 
communications you have in the future. 

Contributors: 

D. Heyes, Department of Chemistry, Royal Holloway College, Egham, Surrey 
TW20 OEX. 

D, Fincham, DAP Support Onit, The Computer Centre, Queen Mary College, 
Mile End Road, London E1 4NS. 

w. Smith, TCS Division, SERC Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington 
WA4 4AD. 

J. Clarke, Department of Chern is try, UMIS'r, Sack ville Street, Manchester 
M60 1QD. 

G,s. Pawley, Department of Physics, University of Edinburgh, Mayfield 
Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ. 
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General News 

1. The most important item of news concerns the renewal of CCP5 after 
its expiry on 30th September, 1983, If the project is to continue for a 
further three years it is necessary for the working group to submit a 
renewal proposal in the Spring of 1983. To assist with the collation of 
material for the proposal document a questionnaire is being prepared for 
circulation to all CCPS participants. It is essential that everyone 
associated with CCPS provides this information for the renewal proposal, 
Please do your best to comply. The opportunity is also available for 
par-ticipants to put forward new ideas for CCPS and to express their 
opinions on the current organisation. 

2. The eighth CCPS conference on 'The Computer Simulation of ,"!olecular 
Liquids and I"iquid Mixtures' is to be held at Hull University on 
29th/30th March, 1983, This follows on directly after the conference on 
'Liquids and Liquid Mixtures' organised at Hull by the Statistical 
Mechanics and Thermodynamics Group of the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
i\nyone wishing to contribute a talk at the CCPS meeting should submit an 
abstract before 15th February, 1983, to Professor J.G. Powles, Physics 
Laboratory, The University of Kent, Canterbury, Kent CT2 7NR, U.K. 

3. G. S. Pawley has provided the fallowing i tern of news: 

Desk-top number-cruncher 

'rhe future of the ICL DAP (Distributed Array Processor) now seems to 
be much clearer as lCL are developing a DAP to be used as a desk-top com
puter in conjunction with the PERQ. The PERQ has already been chosen for 
promotion by SERC as a desk-top computer in its awn right, and to this a 
DAP ·Hill be added at a comparable cost, This DAP will be 32 x 32 proces
sors, each of 16 K bits, as compared 'Nith the big DAP's 64 x 64 proces
sors of 4 K bits each. The performance will therefore still be a consid
erable fraction of a CRAY-1, and a user does not have to share with 100 
other.s. 

Official statements are naturally hard to come by, but with luck 
these systems 'Nill be available early 1984. As part of our agreement 
1vith ICL whereby we have obtained a big DAP in Edinburgh, we have 
undertaken to provide some of the software for the system and so we 
should be in a good position to watch progress and help interested 
colleagues. 

4. Further additions have been made to the CCPS Program Library. 
D. Heyes has donated the programs HLJS and HLJ6 which are both atomic MD 
shifted force programs, the former using the leap-frog algorithm the 
latter a more accurate algorithm due to Toxvaerd. \.Y. Smith has provided 
the density correlation programs DENCOR and CURDEN and with D. Fincham, 
the ND program 1101-\POL which simulates molecules (or mixtures of mole
cules) with fractional charges. B. Jonsson (LUND, Chemical Centre) has 
donated the MC program CARLOS, which simulates a solute molecule in an 
aqueous cluster and the corresponding analysis program CARLAN. 

Readecs interested in obtaining copies of the programs, or any 
others listed in the attached program catalogue should contact the 
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program librarian, Dr. w. Smith, SERC, Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, 
Warrington WA4 4AD, U.K. Please send a magnetic tape with your request. 
There are no charges associated with the CCP5 Program Library, however 
subscribers are requested to acknowledge the use of programs in publica
tions. Readers wishing to contribute programs should als·o contact 
w. Smith. 

5. Dr. N. Quirke has pointed out the following typographical errors in 
his article entitled 1 Metropolis /<\ante Carlo Computet" Simulation', which 
appeared in the September issue of this newsletter. All the errors con
cerned appear in the FORTRAN program therein: 

(i) Lines 28/29 should read: 

EST= 0.5*(ABS(HT-H1) + ABS(HT-H2) + ABS(HT-H3) 
X + ABS(HT - H4)) 

{ii) The WRITE statement appearing at the end of the program (befot·e 
STOP) should read: 

WRITE(6,x)AVE,SS,NYES 

(iii} The variables H and E are assumed to be initialised to zero at the 
start of the program. 
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Program 

MD A. TOM 
HNDINr 
MOLIN 
MDLINQ 
MD TETRA 
l<lDPOLY 

~\DATOM 

MDDIAT 
MDDIATQ 
l1DIONS 

HLJ1 
HLJ2 
HLJ3 
HLJ4 
HLJS 
HLJ6 
/1CRPM 

HSTOCH 

EWALD1 

EWALD2 

MDMIXT 
~1DWJLP 

DENCOR 
CURD EN 
MDHPOL 

1-\CN 
SCN 
SMF 

CARLOS 
CARLAN 

CCPS Program Library: Program Catalogue 

Author 

S, Thompson 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

D. Fincham 

" 
D, Fincham and 

N. Anastasiou 

0, He yes 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

W.F. Van Gunsteren 
and D, He yes 

w. Smith 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

w. Smith and 
D. Fincham 

N. Corbin 
" 
" 

B. Jonsson and 
S, Romano 

Purpose 

MD on monatomic liquids 
~to on homonuclear diatomics 
MD on linear molecules 
As MOLIN but with point quadrupole 
MD on tetrahedral molecules 
MD on poly atomic molecules. 

MD on monatomic liquids 
MD on homonuclear diatomics 
As MDDIAT but 'Nith point quadrupole 
MD on ionic liquids 

MD on monatomic liquids 
As HLJ1, with velocity autocorrelation 
As HLJ1, ·uith link cells 
As HLJ1, with constant P or T 
MD on monoatomic liquids (shifted force) 
As HLJS with Toxvaerd algorithm 
BC dilute, charged, hard spheres 
Stochastic dynamics program 

Subroutines to calculate potential, forces 
or torques in multipole system. 
110 for molecular mixtures 
MD polyatomic molecules with point multipole 
Density correlation in monatomic liquids 
Current density correlation in monatomic liquids 
MD polyatamic molecules with fractional charges 

MC (Metropolis) simulation of monatomic liquids 
MC (Rossky,Friedman, Doll) of monatomic liquids 
MC (Path integral method) for monatomic liquids 

MC of solute molecule in aqueous cluster 
Analysis program far CARLOS 
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The CCP5 Program Library - An Overview 

W. Smith 

Since the creation of CCP5 early in 1980 a significant effort has gone into 

the writing and documentation of computer programs for general use by the 

CCP5 community. As a result of this effort {principally by S. Thompson, D. 

Heyes. D. Fincham and myself -together wittl the advice and guidance of 

Professor K. Singer) there now exists a fairly substantial library of about 

two dozen programs covering a fairly wide area of application in liquid 

simulation work. The emergence and availability of each new program and a 

list of all programs available is announced in the 'General News' section 

of the •Information Quarterly' newsletter and readers interested in the 

programs are invited to obtain copies free of charge. 

There is clearly a need for such a pr·ogram library. A lot of unnecessary 

time, effort and expense is spared when one obtains a ready-made program 

that allows immediate simulation of a system of inter.est. Certainly, a 

small but significant number of people have been very excited to discover 

the library's existence and have made grateful use of it. However despite 

this kernel of interest the overall impression is that the program library 

has yet to take off and there exists a large pool of potential users who 

fail to take advantage of the programs available. As the librarian in 

charge of the program library this under-useage concerns me greatly and I 

wish here to highlight some of the suspected reasons for this condition as 

well as to invite comments and suggestions from the newsletter readers on 

the current and future requirements of the library. 

To begin with, it would be instructive to present the purpose for 

maintaining the pt"ogram library, since there may be some facilities that 

users have ove!"looked but would benefit from. (Equally it will show what 

the librarian has overlooked - but I am always ·Hilling to listen to 

ideas! ) • 
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Firstly, the prime function of the libroary is to proovide useros with good 

and proven software (and documentation!) for all MD and MC simulatoros. The 

software proovided should be 'good' in a number of senses; the programs 

should be efficient in terms of computer memory usage and execution speed; 

they should be versatile in that they may be easilY ':lxtended or modified 

for use 1n other subject areas Hithout undue difficulty and they should 

function reasonably 1.;ell on computer systems other than that for which they 

•,;ere written (failing that, variants should be available). 

Secondly the organiser of the library should make efforts to extend the 

range of programs available either by writing or acquiring new programs and 

documentation. This exercise should be backed up with efforts to enhance 

'good' qualities as described above. 

Thirdly, the program library should interact with the CCP5 community over a 

wide area. This is a complicated matte!"'; invol•!ing such diverse aspects as 

ascertaining the programming needs of the community, acquiring progt'ams, 

obtaining commissions for programs, assisting with the adaptation of 

programs to other systems, de-bugging, publicising available programs and 

'pooling' pr·ogramming expertise so that other uset's may get help from it. 

No doubt the reader can think of other aspects of this interaction, but the 

main point is that the librarY should not be regat'ded as a passi~e entity. 

These then, are the ideals of the program libt'ary. Hopefully, users who 

have made use of the libl"'ary will recognise these principles, at least in 

germinal fot'm. In general, however·, the library pt'obably falls short of 

these ideals, though I believe matters can be put right quite easily if 

there exists the will to do so. 

On the subject of the .provision of programs the library fails principally 

in that it is undet'-used. This is pt'obably because it does not yet pro~ide 

a sufficiently comprehensive range of progt'ams. Cleat'ly, with time, 

matters should impt'ove but it should be recognised that CCP5 covers a •Hide 

area of research interests and thel"'e will always be areas not catered for. 

However, the main stumbling block is likely to be the fact that MD and MC 

programs at'e often relatively easy to wt'ite and uset'S are often very happy 
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to produce their own, despite the fact that testing and de-bugging even 

simple programs can be an expensive and exhausting business. Also one 

suspects that there already exists a significant informal traffic in 

programs between colleagues, ~hich despite being satisfying to both 

parties, does have the effect of denying a third party the same experience. 

The antidote to both these problems is for the parties concerned to look to 

the CCP5 program library as the ideal source and repository of their 

programs. Thus with a little effort expended in this way a much more 

useful general service can be built up. 

With regard to the development of programs for CC P5 the library has 

probably come closest to its ideal. Most of the programs now available 

have been written specifically for the program library and offer a 

reasonable range of facilities. For example, there exist pr•ograms that can 

simulate atomic and molecular liquids, liquids containing charged species, 

fractional charges or point multipoles and also, molecular mixtures. There 

are also some data processing programs to calculate density and current 

density correlation functions. It is a fair criticism, however, that the 

current software is too biased towards the CRAY-1 computer. Thus there is 

a larger proportion of MD programs (which are vectorisable) over MC codes 

(which are not so easily vectorised). This, however, should not deter 

potential users, as most of the pr·ograms are well documented and relatively 

easy to adapt to other- systems (many of the documents contain advice on 

this). Equally, conversion of MD progra~s to MC programs should not be 

beyond most users as an interim measure. Nevertheless, these criticisms 

are recognised and efforts should be made to redress the balance in the 

future. 

The business of collecting additional programs is clearly an area •,.;here a 

great deal is possible. Probably every laboratorY has one or more programs 

that would be of use to the wider community. Many of them undoubtedly have 

seen little use since they •,.;ere relegated to a cardboard box beneath the 

laboratorY sink, but if they were once, or are still, useful programs and a 

modicum of documentation exists, there is al•,.;ays the chance that someone 

would find a use for them if their existence were known. This is not to 

say, however, that any old program is acceptable; the essential criterion 

should be that the programs were once used successfully in research. Other 

criteria, such as the availability of documentation, plus the qualities 
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of 'goodness' outlined ea~lier, a~e also impo~tant. If the CCP5 community 

we~e to cont~ibute such programs, the~e is no doubt that much benefit 'Hould 

accrue. Happily there are signs that some active programmers involved with 

CCP5 recognise this and have contribut2d useful programs. Without mo~e 

such help, however, the gro'Hth of the lib~a~y could be a slow process. 

Lastly, on the subject of the interaction between the Program Library and 

the CCP5 community, there is much that can be done by the community itself. 

Principally through the 11 Information Quarte~ly 11 newsletter, the services of 

the CCP5 Program Library have been made known and there already exists the 

means for achieving the fullest interaction as outlined earlier. All that 

is required is for the community to recognise this and make use of it. 

This not only applies to those actively involved in CCP5 itself, but to 

anyone ~nterested in simulation work. 
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A Revie~-t of t>!olecular Dyno.mics Simulation Work at U.M.I.S.'l'. 

by J .. I·!. R. Clarke 

RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF i"•iODEL l'!OLECUU\R LIQUIDS, 
(Hith Dr. ~-1.\·,·~rtittJ.e and D.Drown) 

This work was started using an early version of 
l'<DDIA'I' (kindly surplied by Duvid Fincham) for hor,,onuclear cliator:cics. 
Programs have now been developed for systems of molecules with up to 
six LJ centres (utilising either quaternions or a constraints 
algorithm) and also for systems employing the single centre 
'ellipsoidal' interaction potential of Kushik and Berne. These models 
can be examined v;ith or ,,;ithout homogeneous shear boundary conditions. 
Viscosities are determined fran the computed steady state stress 
response to a constu.nt applied strain rate. The for!\! of stress (or 
reloted) correlation functions can be deternined for short tines (up to 
<tbout 1 ps) using either t"hc perturbation technique of Jacucci and 
Cicotti or by the Green Kubo method of an~lysing cauillcriun 
fluct.uc.tions: for a r01nge of: syste10.s and Hit:~ due att:.er:.t",ion to 
statistics both methods give identical results (see also CCPS 
Kewsletter June 1982). The (off diagonal) stress correlation function, 
C(t), shows a characteristic decay in this tirne region, the form of 
v;hich is strongly dependent on the molecular shape. As a result of 
statistical limitations and systematic errors, however, neither of 
these latter techni~ues is reliable for determining C(t) at times 
grea·ter than ubout l ps. Since it is well k.noW'n that these molecular 
liquids contain iTiportant long time relaxations, the methods are as yet 
not su1.table for determining the shear viscosity which is related to 
the integral over C(t). 

He have been able to make significant advances in identifying 
the role played by reorientational molecular motions in determining the 
shear viscosity of simple molecular liquids. Using a series expansion 
in suitable angular coordinates we have shown explicitly how the 
relative orientations of molecule pairs in a diatomic liquid contribute 
to the instantaneous shear stress. Stress correlation functions and 
steady state shear viscosities obtained using the expansion up to 
second order compare very favourably with exact 1'-lD results for 
anisotropic molecules such as nitrogen at normal liquid densities (l). 
This wot"k. represents ·an important use of computer simulation to 
evaluate and develop a molecular theory. 

Using the Cray-1 we are currently studying the non-Newtonian 
behaviour of model liquid alkanes up to hexane. A number of 
interesting results have emerged from these studies including the 
effects of the coupling of intramolecular motions v1ith intermolecular 
stress relaxation. These will be discussed in forthcoming publications 
(2) and we give only a short summary here. These projects would not 
have been feasible, however, ~.;ithout the fac~lities provided by the 
S.E.R.C. on the Cray computer. 

The decrease in viscosity thnt is. 
shear rate (shear thinning) turns out to be 
of real and apparently more complex liquids, 
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rate is always scaled using the ~laxwell viscoelastic relaxation time. 
Several proposed theories (Ree-Eyring, Kawasaki-Gunton, Hess, etc.) 
predict forms for this variation of viscosity, as well as thnt of 
molecular alignment, pressure, energy etc. as a function of shear rate 
in molecular liquids. However the ~xperimenta! data ;tith whicl1 to test 
'c:hese theories in a systematic <,;ay is very lir:~ited iHld will be 
extremely difficult to supplement. Comparison of theoretical 
predictions with exact simulation results on well defined model systems 
is therefore of some importance. 

SHORT RANGE EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS FOR IONIC LIQUIDS. 
(with S.~·LHayne) 

ror many years it hus been thougi1t thi:lt the long 
range charge ordering in ionic liquids (as observed in computer 
simulation or by experimental diffraction techniques) is a direct 
result of th,:'! long range o:E coulorc1b interactions. \'ie hiJve shovm t:;at 
both the short range str~cture and the long ra~ge ch~rce or~er1ng of 
sinple io~ic liquids such as KCl can be reproduced q~1i~e accurately 
using simple pain,.'ise additive ir:t.e1·e.ct.iocs wit.':'. ~' ri1nge o£ teo ;;,ore 
th2n t.l~ree lan diameters. The use of such short range effective 
potentials was first suggested by :,/ocdcock, This approach permits th':.'! 
economical use of very large samples in molecular dynamics computer 
sintulation (as many as 10 008 particles) with link cell coding to 
achieve fast computation of the forces. A perturbation approach 
towards the general properties of ionic liquids is being developed 
using such reference systems. 

Substantial effort has been 2xpended by nany work0rs ln 
implimenting the Ewald and related summation methods for evaluating the 
long range correction to the forces and energies based on effecti.ve 
ionic pair potentials in small periodic systems (there is a practical 
limit here of about 500-1000 particles). For highly accurate 
simulations such methods should continue to be used. However there is 
s·till some uncertainty regarding the best forn for these ionic 
potentials. Also it must be born in mind that the experimental values 
of properties for comparison often are only known \.;ith relatively low 
precision. Furthermore many important problems remain (e.g. concerned 
with interfacial phenomena) which demand the use of very large samples 
for realistic simulation and for which useful answers can be obtained 
using these (approximate) short range potentials. A description of 
this work will appear in forthcoming articles (3). 

GLASS TRANSITION PHENOIIJENA IN 1'-'lODEL ~HXTURES, 
(with L.Copeland) 

Follov;ing our work on the single cor:1ponsnt 
Lennard-Janes (LJ) liquid (4,5,6) we have extended studies to LJ 
monatomic mixtures. The interest here is to understand the importance 
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of the relative interaction potentials between component pairs on the 
structural, thermodynamic and transport properties at high dens~ties. 

The relevance of the \Vork is that it provides models for glass 
formation in metal alloys \~'hich have potentially important practical 
and commercial applications. We have shown that ~t is the relative 
sizes of the constituent atoms wn1.cn ~s of primary impor·tance ~n 
determining the above properties. The relative intensity of particle 
interactions plays a secondary role although of course it does affect 
the values of some of the thermodynamic properties. The glass 
transition in these systems is thus shown to be primarily a packing 
phenomenon. Some particularly interesting effects are observed when 
the size ratio of the component particles is about 0.4, at VJhich 
'interstitial packing' of the smaller particles in the liquid lattice 
of larger particles becomes significant. For an equimolar mixture, for 
instance, the component diffusion coefficients show quite different 
behaviour as a function of density, an effect which tends to 'smear 
out' the glass transformation range (7). 

References 

1. ~!.Whittle and J.H.R.Clarke, submitted for publication 
2. D.Brown and J.H.R.Clarke, article in preparation 
3. L.V.Woodcock, F. van Swol, S.M.Hayne and J.H.R.Clarke, article in 

preparation 
4. C.A.AngelL J.H.R.Clarke and L.V.\·Ioodcock, Adv. Chern. Physics, 

1981,48,397 
5. J.H.R.Clarke, J.c.s. Faraday 11, 1979,75,1371 
6. J.H.R.Clarke, J.F.Maguire and L.V.Woodcock, Faraday Discussions of 

the Chemical Society,l980,69,273 
7. L.Copeland and J.H.R.Clarke, to be published 
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Correlation Functions and the Fast Fourier Transform 

W. Smith 

In a previous issue of the CCP5 newsletter 1 I indicated how the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) may be used to improve the efficiency of 

calculating correlation functions. This present note is intended to 

provide a demonstration of the capability of the FFT in th~s application. 

To recap the previous article; the discrete correlation function c(k) 

calculated from the discrete functions u(k) and h(k) is obtained 

conventionally via a 'sum over origins': 

N-k-1 
c(k) 1 L u*(n)h(n+k) 

n=O (N-k) 

~here: k=O, ... ,N-1 

( 1) 

This is a straightforward procedure which requires of the order N2 floating 

point operations to compute the correlation function of array length N. 

The FFT method requires that the discrete functions u(k) and h(k) be 

Fourier transformed and the correlation function calculated as an arr·ay 

product in the frequency domain. Subsequent Fourier inversion of this 

product yields the desir·ed corr>elation function, This procedure may be 

summarised by the equation: 

2N-l 
c(k) 1 L U*(j)H(j)exp(i2Tijk/(2N)) 

(N-k)(2N) j:O 

where: k=O, ... ,N-1 

12 
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It should be noted that the FFT method requires the arrays u(k) and h(k) be 

doubled in length (by appending N zero elements) to prevent spurious 

correlations. Even so, by this route, the number of floating point 

operations is more of the order (2N) log2 (2N) and should produce the 

correlation functions much more efficiently once N becomes large enough. 

To compare these two methods I have calculated a typical density auto

correlation function on the CRAY-1 computer by the two methods outlined 

above using r•ealistic data. The initial data array was of length 32768 

(complex) elements. The two programs used in the comparison are presented 

in Listing 1 (conventional method) and Listing 2 (FFT method). The 

programs print out the CPU time elapsed at comparable stages of the 

calculation. These times are presented in Table 1. The correlation 

functions calculated are presented in Table 2 (conventional method) and 

Table 3 (FFT method). 

Before discussing the results, some comments on the two programs used are 

in order. Firstly, it should be noted that the conventional method 

(Listing 1), in calculating the correlation function, does not use every 

data element as a new 'origin', but instead uses every fourth element. 

Secondly, the correlation is only evaluated out to an element separation of 

511, giving a discrete correlation function 512 elements in length. This 

might be called 'the reduced conventional method'. Such alterations are 

quite usual in the conventional method and greatly reduce the computational 

effort. (It is quite easy to show that the number of floating point 

operations required drops from approximately 8N2 , where N is the number of 

data elements; to approximately 8N*Nt/Ng where Nt(<<N) is the chosen length 

of the correlation function and N is the gap between the origins. In this 
g 

application the computational effort is thus reduced by a factor 

approaching 256), The FFT method does not reduce the volume of data 

processing and calculates a full correlation function 32768 elements in 

length. F'or convenience however only 512 elements are considered for 

comparison. 
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Comparison of the correlation functions produced by the two methods (Table 

2 and Table 3) reveals that they are in close agreement. The normalised 

(i.e. c(O) = 1.0) correlation functions differ only in the fifth decimal 

place for the 512 elements shown. The observed differences may be due to 

one or both of two factors. Firstly, the reduced amount of data processed 

by the conventional method may be expected to give slightly different 

results from a full evaluation (even so the good agreement is impressive). 

Secondly it 1s possible that the FP'T method needs 1 fine-tuning 1 with an 

appropriate window function to produce exact results. 

The most impressive aspect of the FFT method is its speed. Table 1 shows 

the CUP time elapsed at various stages of the calculat1on. The 

conventional method performs the correlation calculation in 3.915144 

seconds, This, however 1 represents only 1/256 approximately, of the full 

correlation produced by the FFT method. Thus a more comparable figure 

would be 1000 seconds approximately. The FFT method requires 1~.98147 

seconds to calculate the full correlation. This indicates that in the full 

application 1 the F~T method may be expected to be about 67 times faster 

than the conventional method. In this respect the FFT method is greatly 

superior to the conventional method. 

A further matter of importance, in view of the availability of the CRAY-1 

array processor, is the vectorisability of the two techniques. In its most 

basic form the conventional method is not vectorisable because of J.ts use 

of irregular array addressing2 within the central DO-LOOP of the 

correlation function calculation, This must be seen as a great 

disadvantage, because if the non-vectorised FPT routine BFFT2 is replaced 

by the vectorised 1 GRAY-specific routine CFFT23 a further astonishing 

improvement in speed is observed (Table 1). The correlation now requires 

only 0.19704 seconds for a full correlation function. It is thus in the 

region of 1340 times faster than the conventional method! Even if the 

reduced conventional method is used the FFT method is still 20 times 

faster. 
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The superior! ty of the F!!'T method is thus obvious in this application, but 

is it always so? The relative merits of the two methods hinge on the 

desirability of producing the fully comprehensive correlation function. It 

is doubtful that such a comprehensive function will always be required, 

though when it is, the FFT method is the obvious choice. In other 

circumstances, however, the conventional method can have distinct 

advantages. 

To begin with, consider the case where more than one correlation function 

is to be calculated. It is interesting to note that while the conventional 

method is not intrinsically vectorisable, it can be made so in this 

circumstance by replacing the principal correlation loop: 

DO 40 L=l, LOR 

M•IND(L) 

IND(L)•M+l 

NOM( M) :NUM( M) +1 

CORT(M)•CORT(M)+G(N)*CORO(L) 

40 CONTINUE 

with the nested loop:-

DO 40 L:l, LOR 

MdND(L) 

IND(L)•M+l 

NUM(M)•NUM(M)+l 

DO 40 K:;:l, NCOR 

CORT(M,K):;:CQRT(M,K)+G(N,K)*CORO(L,K) 

40 CONTINUE 

In which the central loop, now vectorised, calculates the Mth element for a 

set of NCOR correlation functions. By this method it is possible for the 

conventional method to improve its performance against the FFT method, 

which must necessarily process only one (entire) correlation function at a 

time. If the reduced form of the conventional method is used (and the 

results of this appear to be adequate for most purposes) it is possible for 

the method to compete satisfactorily with the FFT method. 
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Secondly, the conventional method has the advantage over the FFT method in 

terms of computer memory requirement. The FFT method is most efficient 

when it. is proce~sing the maximum amount of data and thus is a prodigious 

user of computer memory. This coupled with the fact that FFT algorithms 

generally require the processed arrays to be of length 2N, means that a 

given applica~ion may quickly exceed the available memory. There are of 

course strategies to overcome this difficulty, such as using overlapping 

fourier transforms to produce shorter correlation functions (see for 

example the program given in Listing 3) but it would appear that the 

computed correlation function still needs to be quite long before it 

becomes preferable to the reduced conventional method on a normal computer. 

A further point worth making is that the FFT method requires all the data 

to be processed to be present in the computer memory before processing can 

begin. This means that the program may have to spend some time waiting for 

this data to be read into the memory, unless more sophisticated I/0 

procedures are adopted. The conventional method does not suffer this 

drawback; processing can begin at once without being seriously delayed by 

the data input requirement. 

In conclusion then, it would appear that the FFT method is vastly superior 

to the conventional method when a comprehensive correlation function is 

required. However the conventional method does appear to be quite 

adaptable and by chasing to calculate shorter correlation functions (via 

the reduced method) there are circumstances where the conventional method 

seems preferable. 
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TABLE l 

Accumulative CPU Time at Various Stages 
of Correlation Function Calculation 

Conventional Time after end of:- Method 

START 0.10691 

READ 0.10925 

INITIALISATION 0.10937 

CORRELATION 4.02481 

NORMALISATION 4.02497 

PRINT 4.04693 

17 

FFT Vectorised 
Vectorised 

Method FFT Method Overlapping 
FFT Method 

0.32184 0. 27056 0.14824 

0.32430 0.27291 0.15063 

0.57947 0.29983 0.15198 

15.56094 0.49687 0.63491 

15.56145 0. 49738 0.63542 

15.58345 0.51932 0.65744 



LISTING 1. Evaluation of Correlation Function by Conventional Method. 

COHPLEX G(32768) ,CORT(512) ,COR0(512) 
DINENSION IND(Sl2) ,NUH(512) 
NGAP=4 
NORG=128 
HRITE(6, 10) 
FORl·!AT(lHl) 
ITH!=O 
CALL SECOND (THlE) 
\·miTE (6, 20) ITIM, TH!E 

20 FORl'!AT(lHO,'TH1E AT STAGE',I3,' = ;,F20.10) 

00090 
00100 
00101 
00102 
00110 
00120 10 
00130 
00140 
00150 
00160 
00170 
00180 
00190 
00200 
00210 
00220 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260 
00270 
00280 
00290 25 

C********************************************************************** 
ITIH=l 
READ(7)G 
CALL SECOND(TIHE) 
WRITE(6,20)ITIH,TIME 

C********************************************************************** 
ITil1=2 
LOR=O 
HOR=O 
DO 25 1=1,512 
NUH(L)=O 
CORT(L)=(O.O,O.O) 
CONTINUE 
CALL SECOND (TIHE) 
HRITE ( 6, 20) ITIH, TIHE 

C********************************************************************** 
ITIH=3 

00300 
00310 
00320 
00330 
00340 
00350 
00360 
00370 
00380 
00390 
00400 30 
00410 
00420 
00430 
00440 

DO SO N=l,32768 
IF(MOO(N-l,NGAP) .GT.O)CO TO 30 
LOR=IHNO (LOR+ 1 , NORC) 
HOR,~!OD (l"-~OR, NORG )+ l 
HID (MOR)=l 
CORO(HOR)=CONJG(C(N)) 
DO 40 L=l ,LOR 
H=IND(L) 
IND(L)=H+l 
Nll-f(H) =NUH (H)+ 1 
CORT(H)=CORT(M)+G(N)*CORO(L) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CALL SECOND (TIME) 
mUTE ( 6, 20) ITIM, TUJE 

00450 40 
00460 so 
00470 
00480 
00490 
00500 
00510 

C********************************************************************** 
ITIM=4 

00520 
00530 60 

RNDRN=FLOAT (NUN ( 1)) /REAL (CORT ( 1)) 
DO 60 L=l,512 
CORT(L)=RNORH*CORT(L)/FLOAT(NUH(L)) 
CALL SECOND(TIHE) 
\,TRITE ( 6, 20) ITIM, TIME 

00540 
00550 
00560 
00570 
00580 
00590 
00600 
00610 
00620 
00630 
00640 

C********************************************************************** 

190 
200 

ITIH=S 
DO 190 1=1,128,2 
HRIT£(6, 200) (I+J-2,CORT(I+J-l) ,J=l,Sl2 ,128) 
FORNAT(4(1H ,15,2F13.5)) 
CALL SECOND(TH!E) 
WRITE(6,20)ITIH,TTHE 
STOP 
END 
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LISTING 2. Evaluation of Correlation Function by FFT Method. 

CO!fPLEX G(33000) ,C2{32536) ,1!(163840) ,CORT(512) 
l-lRITE(6,10) 
FOR:·fl\T(l!-!1) 
ITH!=O 
CALL SECOllD(TH!E) 
I-TRITE (6, 20) ITU;, Tim: 

20 FORHAT(lHO,'Til1E AT STAGE' ,13,' = ',F20.10) 

00090 
00100 
00110 10 
00120 
00130 
00140 
00150 
00160 
00170 
00180 
00190 
00200 
00210 
00220 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260 
00270 
00280 

C*****************i~************************'~************************** 
ITU!=1 
READ(7)G 
CALL SECOND (TH!E) 
WRITE(6,20)ITIH,TIHE 

C********************************************************************* 
ITIH::2 

00290 26 
00300 

nm=l 
ISG"-1 
CALL BFFT2(HID,ISG,65536,G,'d,G) 
IND=O 
DO 26 1=32769,65536 
G(L)"(O.O,O.O) 
CONTINUE 
CALL SECOND(TH1E) 
l·lRITE ( 6, 20) ITil1, TIHE 

C********************************************************************* 
ITD!=3 

';.90310 
00320 
00330 
0031~0 

00350 
00360 50 

CALL DFFT2(IND,ISG,65536,G,H,G) 
DO 50 L-=1,65536 
G(L)•G(L)*CONJG(G(L)) 
CALL BFFT2(IND,ISG,65536,G,W,G) 
CALL SECOND(TDJE) 
HRITE ( 6, 20) ITIH, TH-!E 

C********************************************************************* 
ITIH=4 

00370 
00380 
00390 
00400 
00410 
00420 
00430 
00440 60 
00450 
00460 
00470 
00480 
00490 
00500 
00510 
00520 
00530 
00540 
00550 

RNORH-=32768 .Q/REAL(G( 1)) 
DO 60 L::o1,5l2 
CORT(L)=RNORH*CONJG(G(L))/FLOAT(32769-L) 
CALL SECOND(TIME) 
WRITE(6,20)ITIM,TIHE 

C********************************************************************* 
ITIH=S 
DO 190 1=1,128,2 

190 liRITE ( 6, 200) (I+J-2, CORT ( I+J-1) , J•1, 512, 128) 
200 FOR}~T(4(1H ,I5,2F13.5)) 

CALL SECOND (TUlE) 
WRITE(6, 20) ITUl, TINE 
STOP 
END 
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TABLE 2. Correlation Function Calculated by Conventional Method. 
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TABLE 3. Correlation Function Calculated by Fast Fourier TranSform Method. 
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LISTING 3, 

00090 
00100 
00110 10 
00120 
00130 
00140 

Evaluation of Correlation Function by Overlapping FFT Nethod. 

CONPLEX G(JJOOO) ,CORT(512) ,GL(512,4) ,CS(512,2) ,\11(5120) ,WS(2560) 
WRITE(6,10) 
FORHAT(lHl) 
ITHI=O 
CALL SECOND(TIME) 
l.ffiiTE ( 6, 20) ITIM, TH!E 
FORHAT(lHO,'TL\fE AT STAGE' ,IJ,' = ',P20.10) 00150 20 

00160 C******************************************************k*************** 
ITIM=l 
READ(7)G 
CALL SECOND(TU!E) 
HRITE(6,20)ITIH,TIHE 

00170 
00180 
00190 
00200 
00210 
00220 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260 
00270 
00280 
00290 
00300 

C********************************************************************** 
ITIH=2 

OOJlO 25 

IND=l 
ISG=-1 
CALL CFFT2(IND,ISG,2048,GL,WL,GL) 
CALL CFFT2(IND,ISG,l024,GS,WS,GS) 
nm=o 
DO 25 1=1,512 
GL(L,1)•G(L) 
CORT(L)=(O.O,O.O) 
CONTINUE 
CALL SECOND(TU1E) 
\·TRITE ( 6, 20) IT IH, TINE 

C********************************************************************* 

00320 
OOJJO 
00340 
00350 
00360 
00370 
00380 
00390 30 
00400 
00410 
00420 35 
004t10 
00450 
00460 
00470 
00480 36 
00490 
00500 
00520 
00530 
00534 
00540 
00550 
00554 
00556 
00560 37 
00570 
00580 
00590 
00600 
00610 
00620 38 
00630 

ITIM=3 
Gl=l.0/2048.0 
02=1.0/1024 .o 
IBLK=Sl2 
DO 35 L=l ,512 
GS(L,1)oG(L+IBLK) 
GL(L,2)=G(L+IBLK) 
CONTINUE 
DO 36 .L::1,512 
CS(L,Z)=(O.Q,O.O) 
GL(L,3)=(0.0,0.0) 
CL(L,4)•(0.0,0.0) 
CONTINUE 
CALL CFFT2(IND,ISG,2048,GL,WL,GL) 
CALL CFFT2(1ND,ISG,l024,GS,WS,GS) 
DO 37 L=1,512 
GS(L,l)=GS(L,1)*CONJG(GS(L,l)) 
GS (L ,2)•GS (L, 2) *CONJG (GS (L, 2)) 
GL(L,1)•GL(L,1)*CONJG(GL(L,1)) 
GL(L,2)=GL(L,2)*CONJC(GL(L,2)) 
GL(L,3)•GL(L,3)*CONJG(GL(L,3)) 
GL(L,4)=GL(L,4)*CONJG(GL(L,4)) 
CONTINUE 
CALL CFFT2 (HID, ISG ,2048 ,GL, WI.. ,GL) 
CALL CF'FT2(1ND,1SG,l024,GS,\JS,GS) 
DO 38 1"'1,512 
CORT(L)~CORT(L)+Gl*GL(L,l)-G2*GS(L,l) 

GL(L,l)=G(L+lBLK) 
CONTINUE 
1BLK=IBLK+512 
IF(IBLK.LT.32768)CO TO 30 
DO 40 1=1,512 
CORT(L)=CORT(L)+G2*GS(L,1) 
CALL SECOND (THrE) 
WRITE(6,20)ITIH)TIHE 

00640 
00650 
00660 40 
00670 
00680 
00690 C********************************************************************** 
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ITIM""4 
RNORM=32768.0/REAL(CORT(l)) 
DO 60 1=1,512 
CORT (L) =RNORH*CONJG (CORT (L) ) /FLOAT ( 3 27 69-L) 
CALL SECOND(TIME) 
WRITE ( 6, 20) ITIH, TH1E 

C********************************************************************** 

00700 
007!0 
00720 
00730 60 
00740 
00750 
00760 
00770 
00780 
00790 
00800 
00810 
00820 
00830 
00840 

190 
200 

ITH!=S 
DO 190 1~1,128,2 
1'1\ITE( 6, 200) (I+J-2 ,CORT(I+J-1) ,J=1, 512, 128) 
FORHAT(4(1H ,I5,2F13.5)) 
CALL SECOND (TI~!E) 
HRITE (6, 20) ITIH, TUrE 
STOP 
END 
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Virtual trajectories method for obtaining shear viscosity 

by Molecular Dynamics: The expans10n approach 

by 

D. Fincham and D.~-1. Heyes. 

1. Introduction. 

In this note we report the methodology _for obtaining shear 

viscosity by the method of differential trajectories1. A sequence 

of sheared liquids is generated (in the limit of infinitesimal 

shear rate) by deviating from equilibrium trajectories through 

the application of a constant shear rate. 

There are two ways of nerfon11ing this. In the first method 

sheared and tmsheared trajectories are formed separately, starting 

from the sarile point in phase space. By subtractin~ the shear stresses 

at comparable times from this noint one elir."tinates irrelevant 

.fluctuations not pertinent to the property being investigatecl2• In 

the second method we create this difference in shear stress Hithout 

having to return to the same point in phase snace. In fact, by 

e.xnans1on of coordinates, the difference between the actuaL and 

virtual trajectories is propagated without leaving the equilibrium 

system. Note that the virtual trajectories themselves are not 

generated as is involved in the first approach. Tnis has advantages 

in computational execution speed and nt~erical accuracy. The second 

method is, consequently, outlined in the next section. 

2. Basic Equations. 

The equations of motion for the disturbed and undisturbed 

trajectories throup;h phase snace are as follows. For the equiJ.ibriwn 

state by ~ewton' s second law of motion, 
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N m
1
. r. = f. (r"), 

,...1 -1 "' 
(1) 

where r:-I renresents the set of vectors o£ the :~-narticle MD cell. 

r. 1s the nosition o:~ molecule l. 
-1 

the mass of molecule i. 

f. is the force on i and m
1
. 1s 

.1 

In contrast, the perturbed state evolves according to the follm.;ing 

equation of motion. Imap:ine we apply the nerturbation at time t""'O. 

Then, 

( .. + , .. ) = F. (rN + 'rN) m. r. or. u 
1 -1 ~1 -1 -

N = F.(r1
) -~OF.+ 

.... 1 ..., ... 1 
F.ext, 
-1 

+ F. ext 
.1 

(2) 

h "ext. lf w ere r. 1s some extema orce on 1, QrN are the deviant trajectories 
-1 

of the N molecules (at some time t > 0) and 6F. is the consequent 
.1 

change in internal force on i at a later time, resulting from the 

changed motions caused by ~iext. 

comnonents, 

m. or. =OF. +F. ext. 
1 lCI. lC! 10\ 

If 11e note that, 

F. 
la 

o(r .. ) ,:_, lJ r .. 
1Ja 

Now, subtracting and taking 

(3) 

( 4) 

where r .. = r.-r. and that the force on i is simply a function of the 
~lJ ~1 ~J 

rij corrmonents then (to first order) the change in force due to the 

altered state is, 
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(5) 

The sum over x, y and z components 1s denoted by Z, But as, 
s 

and 

dg .. 
= a/J . 

1] 

dr .. 

'dr. 1SJ 
1] 

r .. 
1] 

2 + + r .. ~ l r.. -

dr i · _ 1 2 
1J - ~ lr .. 
~s i. lJX 

l] 

1JY 

2 
+ r .. 

lJY 

lJ 

2] l + r.. -.zr .. 
3 lJ z lJ 

then we have, 

(E_}_~r .. r .. 
3 S r .. dr.. lJa lJ 

lJ lJ 

(7) 

(3) 

(9) 

(6) 

Note that all the functions of r .. are derived from the equilibrium 
-1] 

state. For the Lennard-Janes system then, 

g(r) 

and 

(24s) lz 12 6 
= {2 (.":) c.":J l r r r 

= (24 s) (2,Pr - 14 6 -8} - o r , 

= (24s) \ {-zs 
r 

0 12 
(-) + 8 
r 
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Any property of the difference state can now be determined. Let 

us consider the stress tensor (the off diagonal comoonent of which 1s 

used to calculate n, the shear viscosity). 

The expression for the equilibrium stress tensor, ~, is 

. . 
r.r. + Z L r .. F .. }. 
~1-1 . -1J ~1J 

l<J 

Similarly for the disturbed state we have, 

- 1 - V (Z 
1 

m. (~. + 8~.)(~. + 8~.) 
1 -:-;1 -1 -1 ~1 

N N 
+ Z Z (r .. + 6r .. )(F .. + 8F . . )}, 

i<j -lJ -lJ -lJ -lJ 

which leads to, 

1 . . . 
8c z w (m. (r.6r. + 6r.r.) + 

::;:! v 1 -1 -1 -1-1 

Ci N 
Z Z 
i<j 

(OF .. r .. +F .. Or .. )} , 
~lJ -lJ -lJ -lJ 

on ignoring tenns in Or .. and Or .. OF ... 
-l] "'1] -lJ 

3. Maintenance of a Velocity gradient. 

We want a linear velocity gradient, 

d 
(lz <v>=;: 

X 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

where 2 is a constant. TI1is is pictorially represented below for a 

two dimensional cross-section through the i\-[l cell. 
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X 
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X 
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v 
X 

I 
r-~· 

Initially this is set-up by making, 

oX. , 
1 

(16) 

Here s can be arbitrarily small. In order to maintain this velocity 

profile when particles cross the xy boundaries then, 

oX. + 6X. - LS 
1 1 

if it passes beyond z. = L/2 ru1d comes back at z ~ -L/2. 
1 

if it crosses at z = -L/2 then, 

We also need to change the xy co-ordinates as follows. 

molecule i has the image environment: 
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Conversely 

(18) 

Initially, 



1 
I --/ ' 

I 'I\ 
I J \ 

- --- - ;---t--,----t--.---- -- -
\~) 

image cells 

• 
j 

----...l.-------~-------

where the prime denotes an image particle. 

After time t the sphere of interactions about molecule i and 

which crosses a cell botm.dary becomes split. This is a requirement 

of laminar shear £1011 which, obviously, has to continue smoothly 

beyond the real i\IT) cell walls. 1 
I I 
I ~ 
I I 

disnlaced 
image cells 

I /,.,.-,1', I 
- - - - - -,--.1--,,-....L..---'"'(-------'--,- _I_ - - -

( . \ 
I l- I 
\ / ..... __ ,.. 

j 
--- -:- -'--t7.,:-------r,

1 

--'------

~ I displaced image cells 

I I 

Hence for the above interactions, 

6x. -1 = Ox .. + L~t. 
lJ lJ 
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The sign in eqn. (19) would be changed if the interactions were 

across the opposite face of the iviD cell. 

crosses the z boundary at z = L/2 then, 

Also when the particle 1 

(ZO) 

In the limit of long time (and hopefully before "noise11 sets in) the 

shear viscosity, 'I' for this simple monatomic liquid is given by a 

plateau in the function, 

n = - OT z (t + oo)jf;, X . 
(Zl) 

for shear flow in the xz plane. 

It is interesting to speculate upon the origin of the increasing 

uncertainty in 0Txz with time. Test runs on a liquid state Lennard-

Jones system using a truncated potential were wade. It could be 

envisaged that there are problems associated with impulses on molecule 1 

created by particles crossing the boundary of the truncation sphere 

around molecule i. One way of remedying this 1s to use a shifted 

force potential. Calculations were perfonned on one in which both 

the potential and force go to zero at the cut-off distance for inter-

actions. Indistinguishable results from those of the truncated 

Lermard-Jones potential were obtained. Also halving the time steo 

from the usual value did not reduce this noise. One must conclude, 

therefore, that the noise is probably physical rather than computational 

in origin. 

The deviant shear stress response is mainly a function of the 

differential positions and is governed by the potential surface on which 

they travel. As one usually can only samnle a limited number (approx-

imately 40) of such indeoendent host trajectories it is perhaps not 
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surprising that the individual stress responses will follow different 

paths. The individual track histories differ from each other more 

with time because the differential positions and velocities at time t 

are the compounded effect of such previous differential co-ordinates 

and velocities. Therefore the "noise'' observed at long times 

(t - 1-2 psec) in the difference in trajectories method is probably 

a natural property of the system - rather than a computational artefact, 
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MJlecular Dynamics TiP.lings on a Selection of Comuters 

by 

D. Fincham and D.:··!. Heyes 

We are now in a perioJ of great change in the comguting envirorunent. 

The previous p:eneration o£ CDC machines (e. p:. 6600 and 7600), which have 

been so valuable to the tiD and HC s:imulator in the last decade, are 

soon to be renlaced at UY!RCC and ULCC bv a Cvber 205 and a Cf'v-\Y-lS, . . . 

respectively. These are called vecto·r machines and '.vill require 

some recodin8" of your HD or ~-1C ;wogram to take advantage of their conmuter 

architecture. These chan.P,"es can lead to ~actors of three or four in 

increased speed of execution over Lmvectorised codes and is strongly 

recoiTrr!1.ended. It can often be accorrml.ished in an afternoon's Lrrtdemanding 

work. 

An alten1ative approach has been ado_Eted in the ICL 298n/!lAP 

comnuter ·conhfl:Uration. This is a tntly "Qarallel'' machine and consists 

of 4096 inde"Qendent 1 bit CPU's. The~[!') technique lends itself 1~ell 

to this machine, being a .Problem which involves doing the same oneration 

inde;Jendently on many array elements. One can also choose the level 

of arithmetic precision. Mathematical operations are :ger:fonned in the 

software and not in the hardware as in some other machines. DAP's 

are now sited at Edinburr,h University and Queen :Vlary Colle_r;e, London, 

and a machine at ~fPL nrovides a bureau service. 

Alonr;side the develonments in such large nnumber cnmching" 

computers the last few vears has seen the introduction of College 

a£ fordable rlini-comnuters (e. g. l.hr;ital' s VAX 11/780) and user affordable 

micro-computers such as the ICL PERQ. l1re are entering an era of 
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distributed interactive comnuting. Dedicated sinp,1e user corrmuters 

>'<'ith superb graphics will be inter-connected through a local area 

network and consequently offer some o£ the mainframe resouces. 

These machines, which although sometimes orders of magnitude 

slower than the lary:;er suner computers, can be dedicated to a single 

user for many hours. Thus they provide comparable comput.in~ power 

Hi thin the same real time to the simulator. An excitin9" develonment 
<0 • 

which should be available 1n 1984 is the ICL PERQ/DAP cor1bination 

which will provide super computer power in your office at a reasonable 

cost. 

A change over Erom one comnuter to mother ahrays reouires an 

unfruit~ul adjustment neriod. The nurnose of this renort is to 

rnovide the simulator with an estimate of how lam; his or her job will 

take to nm a variety of available comnuter systems. We hone to 

provide the answer to: Is it worth my spendinr; time settin;;: u-p a 

problem on a particular comnuter (which I may have access to)? 

We have considered the simple ~!olecular I);--namics, \!D, system of 

spherically symmetric molecules enclosed in a cubic :m cell. Tl1e 

ponular Lennard-Janes, LJ, interaction :notential was used1 , 

(1) 

where s and a are the well depth and a typical distance parameter, 

respectively. The tnmcation radius for all interactions, rc, was 

2.50. No nair radial distribution function was evaluated as it 1s a 

property of user specific interest o.nd can increase the comnuter ti!'1e 

by 25%, depending on how it is evaluated. Here we have confined the 

calculation to the potential energy and vi rial renulsive and attractive 

potential comnonents, and also to the Eorces1 ; these bein_r; the usual 
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minimum requirements, Two densities (and temperatures) were 

considered. The near trinle noint state of reduced number density: 

1Yk "" 0. 8442 (or -3 
p= n.8442 a ) and reduced temperature T* = 0. 722 

(or T = 0. 722s/k
13

) was considered. Another, low density, state was 

investigated: p* = 0.5 and T* = 1.5. We will First consider the 

cpu times per time increment, ~t, using conventional ~~m i.e., r~oin.P: 

through all nair interactions each ste£· Table 1 comnares seven 

comnuters with :I (the munber o~ molecules in the :' .. !I) cell) = 108,256 

and 864. 

Both the V:\Xll/780 and Amdahl have a 32 bit sinp;le nrecision, S.P, 

'.<ford length. Double precision, DP, was also investigated. It is 

unlikely whether the inaccuracies involved in SP warrant the ~ourfold 

increase in computer time associated with DP on the VAX. The errors 

introduced in the equations of motion by the Verlet algori thn/ itselE 

are sufficient to eliminate any advantap,es of Dr towards more accurate 

trajectories. 

The .c\mdahl (basecl at ULCC) is hal£ way between a 6600 and 760n 

(60 bit \1'orcl SP) in speed. :\ vectorised LJ pros.ram is the fastest 

of all on the C~~AY-lS and is equivalent to 11 5 or 6 CDC 7600 1 511
• 

Usin?, the sante program but turnin.Q; off the vectorisation optimisation 

produces o. machine ll'hich is about twice as fast as the CDC 7600, i.e. 

the floating ,20int hardware is better. 

In Tables 2 and 3 a comnarison between the conventional and 

neighbourhood table, N. T., method is made2. The N.T. scheme 1s a 

technique for speeding the execution time of an ~~ID program by using 

a not too excessive ammmt of cpu mer.lorv. At intervals a table of 

neighbour indices is cTeated. All Qarticle rairs which are separated 

bv a distance less than r , where r > r , are included in this table. ' co coc 

On the DAr a logical mask marking in-range interactions is used 

instead of an actual list of neighbour indices. Since the DAP processors 

are single bit this is most economical in comnutations and storage. 
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This table is used for the succeedinr; time stens to select those 

pairs which have a chance of bein_r; within the cut-off sphere of radius 

rc. TI1e )J,T, are undated wh.enever there 1s a chance of a pair which 

~~·ere fonnally separated hy r > Teo n01-r being separated hy r < rc, 

through the intervening particle motion. Tables 2 and 3 reveal that 

it is favourable for the N. T. to be recreated fairly frequently so 

that the tables are quite small in size (reo -rc = 0. 320" is a ponular chojce) 

Obviously there will come a point with ~urther reductions in r co 

(..,.r ) when the comnuter time will start to rise again. c . 

The N. T. method gains most ~or larp;er :'-! (when there are more 

interactions to be i;;nored) and for scalar machines (which are all 

of those considered except the CRi\Y-15 and the DAr). The ~.T. methocl 

accesses pairs in the ~UJ force loon which are not sequentially related, 

in terms of their array indices. This J?Tevents vectorisation. It 

can he made partially vectorisable hy so-called "~ather and scatter1
' 

procedures 2. I3ut still the gain in speed is only apnroximately 25~ 

at most for N = 256. This compares tmfavourabl:r with the gains of 

order 100~, on the scalar machines for this number o·: particles. O:F 

course, rurmin;; the CRAY-15 in scalar mode will restore this advantage 

of ~.T. over conventional~~. But it is still -r:·aster to maintain the 

vectorisation optimisation for overall ;,)'. T. sneed of execution as 

Tables 2 and 3 reveal. 
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TABLE 1. 

CPU times per time sten on a variety oc Comnuters by conventional 

tblecular Dvnamics. 

Key: a) quantities in brackets denote double preClSlOn aritl~etic, 
otherwise single precision aritl1Illetic >-ras used. 

b) V. the nrogr.;un \\•as run in vector· mode(CFT,OI-~=V.) on the CRW-lS. 

c) S. the nro?:ram was nm in scalar mode (CFI,nFJ:;'=V.) on the CRAY-lS. 
The VAX used does not have a floating point accelerator. 

Cormuter: ICL ICL 
PER() 2980 

DAP 

!08 0.05 

256 0.11 

864 1.09 

p'=0.8442 
P=O. 722 

'i 

lOS 5* 0.05 

256 20* 0.11 

864 1.09 

DIGITAL A'U.lAHL 
VAX 

11/780 

(), 88 (0.09) 
(3.0) 

3.9 (0.45) 
(12) 

37 ( 4. 5) 
(124) 

0. 95 (0.10) 
(3. 6) 

4.4 (0. 48) 
(13) 

39 ( 4. 7) 
(126) 

CDC 
6600 

0.19 

0.93 

11 

0. 23 

1.0 

11 

CDC 
7600 

0.04 

0.18 

1.8 

0.04 

0.19 

1.8 

'~ using POS opex·ating system; estimated three times faster 
using UNIX operating system. 
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CRAY-l.S 
v. s. 

0,007 0.02 

0.03 0.12 

o. 28 1.3 

0.007 0.02 

0.03 0.12 

o. 28 1.3 



TABLE 2. 

Neighbourhood Tables (N.T.) on the VAX 11/780 and CRAY-IS. 

As for Table 1, V and S stand for vector and scalar optimisation modes 
on the CR~Y-IS. 

C denotes conventional ~~. 

11r = r -r , the thiclmess of the bot.mdary shell between interaction 
and~.!? cUtoffs. 

! 
The time sten was 6t* = O.OOSa(m/s)·'·. 

SP denotes siny,le nrecision arithmetic. 

D0 denotes double nrecision arithmetic. 

State ')Oint: ~y~< = 0.5, T* = 1.5. 

Ot 15 the commuter time per time increment. 

~ 15 the avera<";e number of entrants in the :"i. T. e 

~ F is the average number of time stens in-between the recreation of 
the neighbour lists. 

Comnuter ~-let hod :VIode of 
[;r 

N N.c 
Ot 

Arithmetic 0 e sec 

VAX c SP 256 3.9 
VAX N.T. SP 256 0. 323 6r00 10 I. 41 
VAX N.T, sr 256 0. 587 7000 IS I. 44 
VA.'< c DP 256 12 
VAX N.T. Dr 256 0.323 60(() 10 4.8 
V.A.X N.T. DP 256 0. 587 80(() 18 5.4 

CPJ\Y c SP/S 256 0.12 
CRAY 'LT. SP/S 256 0.323 7Cill 10 0.05 
CRA.Y N.T. SJ1/S 256 0. 587 90CO 20 0.05 
CRAY c SP/V 256 0.029 
CRAY N.T. SP/V 256 0.323 7000 lO 0.021 
CRAY N.T. SP/V 256 0. 587 10000 26 0.024 

VAX c SD 864 37 
VA.'< N.T. SP 864 0.323 20000 20 8 

CRAY c SP/S 864 1.3 
Cf\AY N.T. SP/S 864 0. 323 2cmo 16 0. 22 
CR!\Y N.T. Sr/S 864 0. 734 340('0 28 0. 23 
CRAY c SPIV 864 o. 28 
CR'\Y N.T. SP/V 864 0.323 20000 16 0.09 
CRAY N.T. sn;v 864 0. 734 34000 24 0.10 
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TABLE 3. 

Description as for Table 2 except: p* = 0.8442, T* = 0. 722 

Comnuter ~·!ethod Hade of 

VAX 
VAX 
VAX 
VAX 
VAX 
VAX 

CR'\Y 
CRAY 
CRAY 
CRAY 
CRAY 
CRAY 

VAX 
Vi\X 

CRAY 
CR~Y 
CRAY 
C!1AY 
CRAY 
CRAY 

c 
\.T. 
~LT. 
c 
N.T. 
N.T. 

c 
\.T. 
N.T. 
c 
N.T. 
N.T. 

c 
\.T. 

c 
N.T. 
~.T. 
c 
N.T. 
N.T. 

Arithmetic 

SP 
SP 
sr 
DP 
DP 
DP 

SP/S 
SP/S 
SP/S 
SP/V 
SP/V 
SP/V 

SP 
SP 

SP/S 
SP/5 
SP/S 
SP/V 
SP/V 
SP/1/ 

39 

256 

6r 
0 

256 0.323 10000 
256 Cl. 734 17000 
256 
256 0.323 10000 
256 0.734 17000 

256 
256 o. 323 11000 
256 o.734 l7oro 
256 
256 0.323 11000 
256 0.734 17000 

864 
864 0. 323 340CO 

864 
864 o. 323 34000 
864 0.734 60000 
864 
864 0. 323 34COO 
864 0.734 60000 

ot 
sec 

4.4 
12 2. s 
30 3.2 

13 
12 6. 9 
30 9. 5 

0.12 
18 0.06 
so 0.08 

0.029 
20 0.027 
50 0.038 

39 
14 10 

1.3 
20 0.25 
30 0. 33 

0. 28 
20 0.11 
30 0.15 



TABLE 4. 

The fastest CPU times per tiJ11e step, Ot/sec, on a varietv of comnuters, 

Key: C denotes conventional :-.m. 

V denotes vector optimisation on the CR(\Y-lS. 

S denotes scalar operation mocle on the CRAY-lS. 

The N =- 256 and 864 calculations were perfomed usine neighbourhood 
tahles (N.T.) \\•ith l.l.r = 0.323a. 

{ ... } denotes conventional method using PASCAL. All other nrograrns 
were written in !VRT~\1 IV. 

Comnuter ICL 
PERQ 

ICL 
2980 
/DAD 

ll!GIT!IL 
VAX 
11/780 

.'\lmAHL CDC 
6600 

CTJC 
7600 

CRAY-lS 
v. s. 

o' = o. 5 
T* = l. 5 

N/Hethod 

103/C: { 5} * o.os 0. 83 (0.09) 0.19 0.04 0.007 
(3.0) 

256/~.T.: [2.0}* [0.11)) 1.4 (0 .18) 0.4 0.08 0.021 
( 4. s) 

864/N. T.: ( (1.09)) 8 (0.95) 0.4 0.09 

o"" =- o. 8442 
p = 0. 722 

108/C: (5}* 0.05 0. 95 (0.10) 0. 23 0.04 0.007 
( 3. 6) 

256/N.T.: (20}* ((0.11)) ~. 5 (0. 25) 0. 55 0.10 0.027 
('i. 9) 

864/N. T. : ((1.09)) ~l. 8 (1.1) 0.11 

* using POS operating systemj estimated three times faster using 
the UNIX operating system. 

(( )) denote C 

40 

0.02 

n.ns 

0. 22 

o.oz 

0.06 

o. 25 


